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Abstract 
The initial value problem of the incompressible Na vier-Stokes equations with 
non-zero forces in Ln,oo (訳門 isinvestigated. Even though the Stokes semigroup is 
not strongly continuous on Ln,oo(即），withthe qualitative condition for the extern;il 
forces, it is clari且edthat the mild solution of the Naiver-Stokes equations satisfies 
the differential equations in the topology of Ln,= (瞑n).Inspired by the conditions 
for the forces, we characterize the maximal complete subspace in Ln,oo(町） where 
the Stokes semigroup is strongly continuous at t = 0.By virtue of this subspace, 
we also show local well-posedness of the strong solvability of the Cauchy problem 
without any smallness condition on the initial data in the subspace. 
This aritcle is based on the joint work with Professor Yohei Tsutsui. 
1 Introduction 
Letnミ3.We consider the Cauchy problem to the incompressible Naiver-Stokes equations 
in the whole space股叫
(N-S) {: こ汀'+\~▽；ご。;/
u(•,O)=a in町．
in町 x(0, T), 
Here u = u(x, t) = (u1 (x, t), .. , un(x, t)) and n = 1r(x, t) are the unknown velocity 
and the pressure of the incompressible fluid at (x, t) E町 x(0, T), respectively. While, 
a= a(x) = (a1(x), .. ,an(x)) and f = f(x,t) = (fi(x,t), .. ,fn(x,t)) are the given 
initial data and external force, respectively. 
In this article, we study the strong solvability of the Naiver-Stokes equations in the 
framework of the weak Lebesgue space Ln,oo(艮門 withnon-zero external forces. In partic-
ular, introducing them訟 imalsubspace in Ln,oo(訳n)where the Stokes operator is strongly 
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continuonR, we consider the local in time well-posedness of the strong solvability of initial 
value problem of (N-S) in the subspace. 
The strong solvahility of the (N-S) in the Lehesguc and the、Soholevspaces, in terms 
of Uie semigroup theory, was developed by Fujita aud Kato [7], Kato [l] awl Giga 
and Miyakawa [9], and so on. However, it is well-known that the weak Lebesgue space 
L"・=(民")has lack of the density of comp, しc:t.—Hupportcd fn11ctio11s C合（町）孔1(1that. tlw 
Stokes opera.tor { e1△ },2o is not strougly contiuuous at t = 0 iu Ln・""(町） • Therefore, there 
are difficulty for the validity of the differential equation: 
d 
-11, -IP'△ 71, 十町71,.▽,U］＝町， t > 0 
dt 
in the critical topology of£"・00(町）， especially,with non-trivial external forces and for the 
verification of the the local in time existence and also the uniqueness of mild solutions of 
(N-S) for initial data in£", 呵町）， whereIP'denotes the Leray-Hopf, the Weyl-Helmholtz 
or the昨 jita-Katobounded projection. For the Cauchy problem, in case J三 0,Miyakawa 
and Yamada [19] constructed t.he mild solution u E C((O, oo); L2・ 呵配）） with u(t)→ a, 
weakly * in£2•00(配） • Barraza [1] proved the existence of a global mild solution u E 
BC((O, oo); L"呵町）） with small initial data. As for local in time solution, Kozono and 
Yamazaki (14] constructed a regular solution v,(t) in the framework of Ln,cx:,(fl) + U(O) 
where r > n and n is a exterior domain. By the lack of the density of C合（町），Kozonoand 
Yamazaki [15] gave the uniqueness criterion for the mild solution u E C((O, T); Ln•=(n)n 
L叩）） of (N-S) under t.hc ,1Ssumpt10n 
(1.1) . r 1msupt2―, lu(t)!I,. :sK-
l',.,O 
for some sufficiently small K; > 0. In case .f三 .f(:1:),Borchers and .Miyakawa [3] refered 
to the existence of a strong solution of (N-S) with'U(t)→ a. in weakly* in£n,x(n), as a 
solution of the pmtcrhcd equations (P) below from the stationary solution v a;,sociatcd 
with the force f: 
(P) 羞,lJI―△ 11十IP'[v.▽ w+w• ▽,I ,] + IP'[w. ▽ w] = 0, t > 0, 
which ki.-; apparently 10 forces. In [3], Uwy cmrnidcr the st.ability iu Ln•00(0) inti-oclucing 
the subspace L心00(!1)of the completion of C0(n) in L九"°(fl)where the Stokes semigroup 
is Htrongly contim1011H. Recently, with the subspace Lぷ00(0),Koba [12] and Marcmonti 
[17] considered the existence of the strong solution of (N-S) and (P), the stability and the 
uniqueness of mild solution of (N-S) without (1.1). 
In case of non-trivial force f = J (:c,t), we need the essential treatment of the Duhamel 
terms which comes from f. Yamazaki [23) consider the global existence and the stability 
of the weak mild solution of (N-S) in£", 呵n)for small a and f =▽ • F with small 
F(t) E L恙00(0).See also Definition 2.1 below. On the other hand, our previous work 
[20] construct a time periodic strong solution in BC(IR.; in,""(町)） by a different approach 
from [12, 17], assuming a qualitative condition only on f which satisfies Holder continuous 
, 01股withvalue in L"、0(町） such as 
(A) Jim lie'△町(t)―町(t)ln,o= 0, 
e's,O 
for a.e. t E恥
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The aim of this article is to investigate the global and the local well-posedness of 
the strong solvability for the Cauchy problem of (N-8) with non-trivial external forces. 
Firstly, we construct a global weak mild and mild solution u E BC((O, oo); Ln・00(即））
of (N-8) for small a E Ln,ao国） and small f E BC [O, oo); L争0(町)）， nミ4and 
（ 
（
f E BC [O,oo); L1(配）） which are scale invariant classes for initial data and external 
forces, respectively. Here, the key iH the Meyer':; et:itimate b邸 r)don the K-rnethod on 
Ln,oo(町） which enables us to deal with external forces with the critical regularity. Then 
we observe this mild solution of (N-S) becomes a strong solutions with the aid of (A). 
Secondly, inspired by the condition (A) above, we are successful to characterize the 
subspace X戸 inLn,oo(町)which is equivalent to the condition (A). Here we note that 
X戸 isthe maximal subspace where the Stokes semigroup is strongly continuous at t = 0 
and that x; 心 isa strictly wider class than that in [12, 17], see Remark 2.4 below. 
Fi叫 ly,by the virtue of x; 竺 weestablish the local well-posedness of the Cauchy 
problem of (N-S) in X戸.We construct a local weak mild solution u E BC([O, T); X, 戸）
of (N-S) for every a E x; り0and f E BC([O, T); £i,00(TIむ）， nミ4and f E BC([O, T); 
が（配）） with less spatial singularity. In this c邸 e,since f h邸 justcritical regularity, there 
is a difficulty that weak Ln-norm it: only one which is applicable to the iteration scheme. 
Hence, as a different way from the us叫 Fujita-Kato(auxiliary norm) approach, we i1;1tro-
duce anotlwr iteration schぃnwwhere a E X;; 心 ismuch effective. The existence of a lo叫
solution of (N-S) yields the uniqueness of weak mild solution in BC([O, T); Ln,00(町）） as 
long as a and f have les singularity within the scale critical spaces, reHpcctively. 
2 Results 
Before stating results, we introduce the followinii; notations and some function spaces. Let 
噂（町） denotes the set of al C00-solenoidal vectors cf> with compact support in町， i.e.,
div¢= 0 in町. L~(町） is the closure of C, 品（町） with respect to the£'-norm 1.・lr, 
1 < r < oo. (·,•)is the duality pairing between L'(即） and£ 汽町）, where 1/r + 1/r'= 1, 
1 $ r < 00. Lr(町） and W叩（町） denote the usual (vector-valued) LT-Lebesgue space 
and Lr -Sobolev space over町， respectively.Moreover, S(町） denotes the set of al of 
the Schwartz functions. S'(町） denotes the set of al tempered distributions. When X 
is a Banach space, II・llx denotes the norm on X. Moreover, C(l;X), BC(I;X) and 
U(I; X) denote the X-valued continuous and bounded continuous functions over the 
interval JC股， andX-valued U functions, respectively. 
Moreover, for 1 < p < oo and 1 $ q $ oo let L加1(町） be the space of al locally 
integrable functions with (quasi) norm lflp,qく oo,where 
11/11~, -{且0(入l{xE町； 1/(xll >叫）q竺 l'I<,q < oo, 
sup刈{xE町； lf(x)I >入}h
1 入）
q = oo, 
入>0
where IEI denotes the Lebesgue measure of EC町.For the case q = oo, JY,00(町） is a 
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Banach space with the following norm: with any 1 :;r < 71
1.f Ir、"・"= sup I El —¼+f, (tlJ(x)I''ri.r:)~. 
O<IBl<oo 
Here, we note that I・ILn,oc is equivalent to II·lln,~·Since IP'is a bounded operator 
on J.,1心0(股")for 1 < p < oo, we introduce the set ol solenoidal vectors in U'べ（戦")as 
L~,oo (町） = JP'Ln,o(町），
Definition 2.1 (Weak mild solution). Let a E L~•00(町） and f E BC([O, oo); D'・'.X,(町））
.for some n/3:::; p::; n. We cal a Junction 1 E BC((O, oo); Lゲ信"))weak (genera.lized) 
mild sol1ttion of {N-S), if 
(IE*) u(t) = et6a + 1 e(t-.,)AlP'j(8) ds -.[▽• e(t-s)△ lP'('l⑭ v.)(s) ds, 0 < t < T. 
Remark 2.1. In c邸 eof n = 3,we modify the condition as f E BC([O, oo); L1(記）） and 
(IE**) u(t.) = r.1△ a + it JFc(t-•J• f(8) d8 -l▽ • C(l-.s)△ JF(I刃'1)(8)rl.5, 
0 , 0 
0<!.<T. 
Moreover, a weak mild solution'It sc1.tisfies 
•t 
(u(t),'P) = (e1Aa,r.p)+_l。(eい）勺(s),r.p) ds + .[ (u(s)• v7e(l-s)△ r.p,u(s))d.s, 
0 < t < T,'PE C'. 硲（町） • See also, Kozono and Yamazaki [14], Yamazaki [23]. 
Definition 2.2 (Mild solution). Let a E L戸（町） and f E BC([O, T); L紐（町） for ） 
） some n/3~p~n. Then a f皿 ction・uE BC((O, T); £~•00(町 which satisfies▽ u E 
C((lL T); Lq•00(町））、w'ith limsup/1-£;11▽ 1.(t) lq < oo for som・r:q ;:n/2 is cu.lcd a. m:ild 
t→O 
.rnl1.t・ion of {N-S},'if 
t 
(IE) u(l) = etAa + 1 rい）△『f(s)ds -1t e{I-.,)△ !P'[1、・ ▽ 1.](s) ds, 0 < l < T. 
Remark 2.2. In case of n = 3,we introduce a similar modification for f邸 inRemark 2.1. 
We note that u(t) tends t,o a as t ¥, 0 in the sense of distributions, i.e., (u.(t), cp)→ (a, cp) 
as t "'>iO for al cp E C0(町） • Moreover, if, additionally, ・u E BC((O,T); L;(町）） with 
some r >'1i or▽ u E C((O, T); 訊町）） with lim sup t1一曲I▽u(t)llq = 0 for some q > n/2, 
t→O 
theu it. holds that u(t)→ a weakly * in L"・ 可町） as t ¥, 0. However, we are unable to 
obtain u.(t)→ a in£71,"" as t ¥, 0 in general, since { e1△ } isnot strongly continuous at 
t = 0 in Ln・00(町）．
Definition 2.3 (Strong solution). Let a E Lか°°ぼ） and f E BC([O, T); L"べ（恥）
Then a function u is ca.lied a .strong solution of (N-S), if 
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(i) u E BC((O, T); 1な0(良n))n C1((0, T); 1ぷ0(艮n))'
(i) u(t) E {u E L~•00; △ u E Ln•00(Il守）} for O < t < T and△ u E C((O, T); Ln,oo(町）））
(ii) u satisfies (N-S) in the following sense. 
(DE) 
｛誓ー△u + l'[u・ ▽ u) -l'f in L戸（町）， 0<t < T, 
犀 (u(t),'P)= (a,<p) for all'PE C0国）．
Remark 2.3. The strong solution u in the class (i) and (i) in Definition 2.3 necessarily 
satisfies the initial condition in the sense of distributions. Indeed, the strong solution 
u satisfies (IE). Then, noting that for each t, u(t) E U(町） for some r > n by the 
Sobolev embedding and by the real interpolation, we see that for¢E C, 品（町） and for 
p > n/(n -1) 
(ft oe<t-s)△ lP'[・u▽ u](s) d→) I = I-1 (u(s)・▽ e<t-s)△ <fa,u(s))dsl 
$t噂＋附½sup lu(s)I位ol¢1p
O<s<T 
→0 邸 t"-:. 0, 
since -2!... + !- 1 
2p 2 2 > 0. 
Th~following theorem characterizes the functions which satisfies the condition (A). 
For this purpose, we introduce the domain of the Stokes operator―△ in L戸（即） as 
D(―△) = {u EL戸（町）；△U E£n,oo(町）｝
Theorem 2.1 (Lunardi). Let f E L~ 呵町）. Then it holds that 
f f lim lie£ △ f -Jln,o = 0 iand only i f E瓦二豆三
t:¥,,O 
Consequently, {吟h>ois a bounded C,。-analyticsemigroup on D(―△) l・ln,o . In other 
words, D(-A) l・ln,o is the maximal siibspace in L戸（町） where the Stokes semigroup is 
C。-semigr~up.
Remark 2.4. (i) Let A =—• be the Stokes operator on D(-A) l・ln,o . Then we easily 
see that D(A)~D(-A), since D(A) = { u E D(―△) ；△ uE互二勺l・ln,o}.Hence, we 
may need more specific structure of the operator and the semigroup in order to confirm 
l・ln,o l・ln,o 
that D(A) is dense in D(―△) or {e―tA} is the C,。-semigroupon D(―△)． 
l・ln,o l・ln,o 
(i) We note that C, 品（町） ~D(―△) • Indeed, take f(x) ~ 1/lxl for !xi≫1. 
Then we see that f E D(―△), but f (/.C, 品（町）l・ln,o竃
(ii) The condition (A) is not necessary for the strong Rolvability of the Stokes equa— 
tions and the Naiver-Stokes equations in L戸（町） • Indeed, take f E (Ln•00(町）＼
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互 1・1",")nLい（町） for n~4 an<l consider v. = (―△) -1 IP'f for the Stokes equations 
and・u = (―△) -1町ー (-△)-lJP'['lt・ ▽ u.]for th(、?¥avier-Stokesequations. Then we see that 
'U ED(―△) and satisfies the equations for t!tn strong :mnse. 
(iv) With our method to prove the Theorem 2.1, in a general Banach space X, for 
every bouu<lecl analytic scmigroup { e1・'-} on X with the property that e1La. is weakly or 
weakly* continuous at /.= 0 for al n. E X, we also characterize the maxi111al subspace邸
D(L) 
X 
where { P-1L} i:; strongly co11tiuuom,, aH a diffcrcu1, approach from Lmmrdi [ 16]. 
Next, we consider the existence of a local in time solution of (N-S) by the virtue 
of the subspace iu Tlwornm 2.1. So WP shall iut.roclnc-e a uota1.iou such as X戸：＝
D(―△) l・ln,o . On the other hand for local existence of a weak mild or a mild so-
lution, f E BC([O, T); LJ呵即）） i:; not enough. We restrict J(t) E・ £fl,00(町）＝
Lい（町） n L00(町） 11·11~,oo fort 2 0 f as a treatment o a spatial singularity of the force. 
For this space see, see, for instance, Farwig ancl Nakatsuka and Taniuchi [5, 6]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let n~3 nnd a E X"・00 
(i} S1Lppose j E BC([O, oo) i Dr,00(股'.')Jorn 2: 4 andf E BC([O,cx:;); じ（艮り） • Then 
there e:i:ist T > 0 and a weak mild sol1ition・u, E BC ([O, T); X戸） of (N-S) with 
u.(t)→ a in L戸 ast ¥,i 0. 
(i} Suppose J E BC([O, oo); V呵町）） with some i < p $ n. Then ther-e exist T > 0 
and a weak mild sol'l,tion u E BC([O, T); Xか0)of (N-S) with u(t)→ a in Lnべ.(町） as 
t°'¥J 0. 
(ii} Furthermore, サadditionally『fis Holder contin1tous on [O, T) in L~ 呵即） and 
sat-i.sfies (A}, i.e., 町(t)EX戸 fora.lrnost evF-ry O < t < T_, then the weak mild so['/1,tion、
u obtained by ('i) or (i} above becomes the strong solittion of (N-S) uiith u(t)→ a in 
L戸（町） as t ¥,i 0. 
Remark 2.5. (i) If n~4 and▽ aELい（町）， thewecik mild solution u obtained by (i) 
of Theorem 2.2 is actually ci mild solution with▽ u E BC([O, T); L%心（町））， Similarly,
if p =nor▽ a E£'1・00(1R") with 1 = 1 q p n'3 < p < n,then the weak mild solution u 
obtained by (i) of Theorem 2.2 is actually a mild solution of (N-S). 
(i) The solution class BC ([O, T) ; x:;•00) is well known for the uniqueness of weak mild 
or mild solutions of (N-S) since the Stokes sernigroup is strongly continuous for t ;:〇．
(ii) For the local in time solva.bility, a E L戸（町） = L~•"'国） n£00(町）l・ln,o and 
f E BC([O,T); L応国）） for i < p $ n are also valid. Since X",00 c L",00(町），
Lか0(JR"') is a wider class of initial data a for local weak mild or mild solutions u E 
BC((O, T); L;•00(股り） of (N-S) with u.(t) -'-a weakly * in Ln,oo(股").
(iv) Borchers and Miyakawa [3], and Koba (12] consider the stability of the :;tationary 
solution of (N-S) in L"'00 11,., 文O,a (0) = Q品(0) . In the framework of Lば(0),we expect 
that the asymptotic stability of the solution u in the critical norm, i.e., i丹~llu(t)lln,oo = o. 
However, x:;,x Heems not to allow the time decay of the solution with the Ln•00-norm. 
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The uniqueness theorem is expected within the solution class such as BC ([O, T) ; X戸），
see, for instance, [2]. Therefore, the natural question is that when u E BC ([O, T) ; X戸）．
The following theorem implies that if the singularity of data are well-controled, then the 
orbit of the solution is unique and stays in X戸・
Theorem 2.3. Let n ? 3 and let a E x;,00 and f E BC([O, T); Lい（町）） for n ? 4 
and f E BC([O, T); じ（配）） • Suppose u, v are two weak mild solutions of (N-S) with 
ult=O = vlt=O = a. If 
u, v E BC([o, T); 砧,o(町）），
then it holds 
u,v E BC([O, T); x;,00) and u三 v.
In the above theorem, we restrict the singularity of data. Next, we shall give the 
uniqueness criterion for wider cl邸 sof data, especially, for general initial data. For this 
purpose, we focus on the continuity lim u(t) = a in Ln,00(記） and additional regularity 
t→O 
u E BC([O, T); l,n,o国）） • Furthermore, in such a ca8e we :;e that the structure of the 
N avier-Stokes equation requires the restriction for the initial data. 
Theorem 2.4. Let a E L戸（町） and f E BC([O, T); Ln,oo(町）） • Further let u, v be two 
(weak) mild solution of (N-S) with uit=O = vlt=O = a in the class 
(2.1) u, VE BC([O, T); L戸（町））．
Then a E x;;,00 and u三 V.
Remark 2.6. Without smallness condition, Theorem 2.4 ensures that a local in time 
strong solution u in the class BC ([O, T) ; L戸国）） is unique, while the existence of such a 
local strong solution of (N-S) is guaranteed, provided a E X戸 andf E BC([O, T);X戸）
for some T > 0.
3 Key lemmata 
3 .1 Critical・estimates 
In order to construct mild solutions of (N-S) we deal with 
1t e(t-s)△『f(s) ds = 100 es△ lPJ(t -s)x[o,t](s)ds, t > 0. 
Here, XA is the usual characteristic function on the set A, i.e., XA(x) = 1 ifx E A, 
otherwise XA(x) = 0.For this aim, we introduced the following lemmas in the previous 
work [20], besed on the real interpolation approach by Meyer [18] and Yamazaki [23]. 
Lemma 3.1 ([20, Lemma 4.1]). Let nミ3and 1 :Sp <~, and define p < q < oo with 
l l 2 
P q n. ---= -Then it holds 
I/" sup lg(s)lp,o, if p > 1, 
0 『,"'g(s)dsl,oさA,fa; lg(,)1, if P -1. 
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Remark 3.1. (i) If g Eい（町） for some 1 < p < oo, it is e,t.'ly to see that lP'e"Llg(s) = 
e・'△ lP'g(.s) for a.e .. r E股1/.
(i) The bound IP'戸 g(s)Jq,-x.:S c.s-1JJg(s)JJP,"°is not enough for the convergm1ce of 
the integral at hoth 8 = 0 awl :,= oo. 
w(、alHoapply Mcynr's cstimat0. [ 18]for the non-linmtr term. See also, Yamazaki [23). 
Lemma 3.2 ([18], [23], [20, Lemma 4.2]). Let n 2:2 a.nd I :Sp < n.Denote一<q < 00 n-1 -
with ---= -P q n. then 
I/▽ Pe'△ g(,)ds 5 B, {•>0 o supjjg(s)llp,oo ifp>l, 
0 l)・0u supllg(s)ll1~f7J= l. 
s>O 
As an application, Lemma 3.1 anrl Lemma 3.2 yields thr continuity of the Duhamel 
terms associated with the forces and the nonlinear term, 
Lemma 3.3. Let n~3 叫 1 < J<~- For .f E BC((O,oo); L→（町）） it holds U叫
ft e(t-s)切 (s)ds E BC((O, oo); び0(町）） with -= ---1 1 2 。 q P n 
Remark 3.'2. In case p = 1,Lemma 3.3 is also valid with a slight modification as 』:lP'e(t-•)• f(s) ds for f E BC((O, oo); L1(恨り）. Moreover, for瓜▽e(t-s)△『f(s)ds we 
similarly obtain the continuity. 
The following lemmas play an important role for the local exi8tence and for the 
uniqueness criterion of weak mild solutions of (N-S). For this aim, we recall the space 
秒(X.)(即）：＝じ呵即）nL00(即）l・IP," for 1 < p < oo and introduce a space~ 仇,o= {f E 
LP•"°(町) ； f ELP1(町）} for 1 < p < p'< oo. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 1 < p <がく oo.For ei1ery E > 0 and f E BC([O, oo); L1'•00(町)） there 
exists Is E BC([O, oo); Y;,・0) such that 
sup IIJ(s) -fe(s)llp,oo < E, 
O~.sく文
i.e., BC([O, oo); ~ 戸） is a dense s11bspace within BC([O, oo); 社呵町））．
Remark 3.3. For a finite interval (0, T], we easily obtain the same density property. 
Moreover, it is easy to see BC([O, oo); C0国）） is a dense Rubspace within BC([O, oo); 
£1(配））．
冒:XtsL贔悶 t,,!~i;~;悶瓜'.tJ(,/BC{[O,=); ll,~(町）） for n ?_ 4 and f E 
. o IP'e(t-s)△ f(.s) ds E BC([O、oc); x;,"") with ! 咄u。IP'e(t-s)△.f(s) dsl n,o = 0 
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Similarly, for a ten.sor g = () n
～丑
g外 j,k=l'gE BC([O, oo); い（町）） it holds that 
［▽ e(t-s)△ lP'g(s) ds E BC([O, oo); x;,00) 皿th ! 叫11t▽e<t-s)△ lP'g(s)dsln,oo =0 
Remark 3.4. Lemma 3.5 plays an crucial role to construct a weak mild solution u E 
BC([O, oo); X戸） by the iteration scheme, where the uniqueness is guaranteed. For 
f E BC([o, oo); び 0(町）） with some i < p :; n, we easily see that .fi。:e(t-s)△町(s)ds E 
BC([O, T); x:;,00) with Ii叫Ii。:e(t-s)△町(s)dsi!n,oo = 0 for finite T > 0 instead of (3.1), 
t→O 
estimating F1, 『 andF3 below just by Lたび estimate.
Proof. Put F(t) = Jc。位(t-s)△町(s)ds. We firstly show that F(t)→ 0 in Lれ，0(町）邸
t→ 0. Take rJ> 0.By Lemma 3A chooHc J., E BC([O, oo); 1~ い） with some¥< p < oo 
such that sup l¥f(s) -J.,(s)¥li,oくポ-,where An is the constant in Lemma 3.1 when 
。：s<oo 
p =~- By Lemma 3.1 we have 
0 
1 F(, 1 ln,o ,; 1 ,,,-,,,ll'[f, s 1 -f, rs 1 Ix,,,(,, ~·n,oo + l ,-. △訊(s)ds n,o 
,; ~+o~:i~ 嘩。翌:,.,lf,(sll号，- 1 
:; Ai sup llf(s) -J.,(s)l¥1,0 + C (t -s)½ 一句¥J.,(s)l1,ds
Since~ 一翡>0, there exists c5 > 0 such that if O < t < o then I¥F(t) ln,o <'f/・This prove 
the continuity of F(t) at t = 0.
Next we show F(t) EX戸 foreach t > 0. It holds that for sufficiently small E > 0 
es△ F(t)-F(t)= J¥(s+e;)AIP'f(t-s)ds-J\• △ JP'f (t -s) ds 
゜
~j<+e ,'af(t+e-s)d,-0', △ Il'f(t -s) d.s 
~i'e"6'i'[f(t H -,) -f(~s)] d, 
t十c
+j 心 (t+ E -s) ds + e• △ f(t-s)ds ［
=:Fl+戸 +F図
By Lemma 3.1 with p =缶 wehave 
I¥Fりln,o::;A丑 supI¥J(t + E -s) -f(t -s)l¥if,o::; A丑 sup IIJ(s + c) -J(s)\I 附oo•
e<s<t O<s<t-s 
鷹~ce the urf; ロ:ontinuityof J on [O, t] yields IIF'II~~ • O邸 E→0. Next we= 
t+E 
IIF叶ln,os; C. t~ 。翌~llf(s)II 骨，00dss; Clog (t) 。翌~IIJ(s)ll1},oo → 0 as E→ 0.
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Finally, we estimate F3. Take arbitrary T/ > 0 and take .{1 a,<, above. Then it hold:,; that 
IIF3lln,oo~/'- r,"や[f(t-s) -.f1(t, -s)] ds + r~• △ lP'./~i(t -s) d.s 
゜ n,o .lf n ,o< 1+ Cc1考-2 Sllp IIJ,l~)IIP' o:;s<o 
Then for s1fici<?I1tlv small E > 0 we obtain IF:111,0 < 1/.Therefore, c心F(t)-F(t)→ （） 
in Ln・,o(町） as c→ 0.By Theorem 2.1, F(t) EX戸 foreach t > 0. Moreover, we note 
that F(O) = 0 E Xかo_
For the case f E BC([O,oo); じ（記））， takef,1 E BC([O, oo); C, 品（配）） as above. 
Then same procedure above holds true. 
We remark that the same argument is applicable to J;▽ . e(t-s)△ lP'g(s) ds. This com-
pletes the proof. ロ
3.2 Abstract evolution equations 
In this subsection, we develop a theory of absLrac:L evolution equations with the semigroup 
which is'not strongly continuous at t = 0,introduced by the previous work [20]. 
for a while, let A be ,1 general do8ed oμeraLor on a Banach 8paee X叫{etA} a 
bounded and analytic on X with the estimates 
(3.2) 
Al 
sup lletAllc(XJ $ N, IIAe1Allc(X) $ -, t > 0, 
O<l<oo t 
where£(X) is the space of al bounded linear operators on X equipped with the operator 
norm. Especially, we note that e1A is strongly continuous in X for tヂo.
Definition 3.1. L叫 0E (0, 1]. Wr call f is the Holder cont・inuou.s on [O, oo) with value 
in X with the order 0, if for evゥ T> 0 there exist.s Kr > 0 such that 
IJ(t) -f(s)llx $ KTlt -.si0, 0 $ t $ T, 0 $ s $ T. 
Assumpt10n. Let f : [O,oo)→ X. We assume for every t > 0 
(A) lim lle0A J(t) -f(t)llx = 0.
公.,o
Lemma 3.6 ([20, Lemma 3.1]). Let a E X:and let f E C([O, oo); X) be the Holder 
contino'u.s on [O, oo) with value in X with order 0 > 0 and satisfy Assumption. Then 
・t 
v.(t) = etAa+ I e(t-s)Af(s)d.s 
. () 
satisfies u Eび((0,oo); X), A11 E C((O, oo); X) and 
d 
-11. = Au + f in X t > 0.
dt 
Remark 3.5. ¥Ve note that we need a restriction only on the external force f not on 
initial data a. Moreover, Lemma 3.6 gives no information on the verification of the initial 
conditiou. While, property of the adjoint opera.tor A* and the dual space X* h邸 the
possibility to verify of the initial condition with a suitable sense. 
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